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River bird surveys 
& managing potential adverse 

effects
of gravel extraction



Using river bird surveys 
to manage effects under the RMA 

• Regional Council (CRC) regulates activities on riverbeds, 

including the extraction of gravels. 

• Resource Consent & Gravel Authorisation

• Potential to adversely affect birds, particularly riverbed nesting birds

• Potential to improve habitats (weed clearance and island creation)

• Avoid, remedy, mitigate



Gravel 
extraction

Risks

Image: Grant Davey



Disturbance?
Improved habitats?
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Gravel extraction – Benefits?



Using river bird surveys 
to manage effects under the RMA 

• Since 1990s CRC  required  pre-works bird survey 
to avoid bird nests

• Between 1 September to 1 February 

(height of the breeding season)

• 2018 Review 

• Recommended changes & highlighted data 
deficiencies for smaller hill-fed rivers



• Survey method

• Data access & ability to utilise

• Default use of survey requirement
– Application information & exemption provisions 

• Data deficiencies for many rivers with extraction

Existing river bird survey requirements reviewed



• Adopted new template for bird survey conditions
– Standardised method and reporting format

– Focus on riverbed nesting threatened species

– Adopted eBird reporting platform

– Specified survey exemptions

• Surveyed nine hill-fed rivers 

What we did



Utility of pre-works river bird survey data
Compliance Reporting vs Data Resource   
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Available (readily) to Ecan staff, 
future applicants & community



Improved data access 
& utility



Rivers with gravel 
extraction

Mis-match 
with existing formal 
bird survey records

Information gap 
Smaller hill-fed rivers



Surveyed Rivers 2019

Nine rivers
1-2 people

Single day (Eyre River)
186km – 1km reach counts



Example checklists submitted to the public ornithological website eBird; 
Selwyn / Waikirikiri checklists by kilometre reach, 2019 count.



• Relatively low numbers

• Nine to 26 river bird species
(SIPO & Pied Stilt on all)

• 2 to 8 Threatened or At Risk riverbed-nesting spp. 

• Breeding behaviour by >1 threatened species on 
six of the rivers.

• All nesting observations at river reaches with
flowing water, a width of >30 meters and an
absence of heavy woody weed infestation.

• River environments often presented areas of
extensive weed encroachment and the use of
riverbeds by vehicles was frequently observed.

Observations



Weed encroachment 
Loss of riverbed nesting habitat



Eyre River pre and post 2021 high flows 

Weeds – Flows



Attraction to works areas

The Otaio River, 
South Canterbury



Substrate Suitability 

Kowhai River, 
Kaikoura



Width & Channelisation

Eyre River



Dry reaches

Eyre River



Substrates, Weeds, Dry reaches

Selwyn  River



Variable habitat value

Selwyn  River, downstream



Disturbance  
Vehicle use of 

rivers

Black-fronted 
dotterel

The Kowai River 
(Leithfield, North Canterbury)



Upper Okuku River



The Waipara River
(North Canterbury)

Banded dotterel 
chicks



Cryptic birds and nests



A banded 
dotterel 
nest scrape 



Black-fronted dotterel

Images: A Crossland



River bird 
habitat  
network

Resilience 

Alpine-fed & Hill-fed

Waimakariri & Ashley Rakahuri 2019

Image & graph: Grant Davey, ARRG



• Dynamic habitat quality / availability

• Still learning what species are using these rivers

• Site specific assessments required

• Pre-works surveys offer an adaptive approach

• Offsetting an option(?) – the Wildlife Act

• These surveys don’t address the wider conservation challenge

• New NPSIB…?

Reflections on pre-works survey use



• Lizards

• Indigenous vegetation

• Bats

• Forest birds

Non-river bird values of river environments  
Other terrestrial habitats



v Rivers are ‘significant’ habitat for indigenous river birds.
– Activities under the RMA consider potential effects - avoid, remedy, mitigate

– Given cryptic nature, bird mobility & dynamic habitats surveys remain an effective
means to avoid potential adverse effects on river birds.

v Exemptions from standard bird survey requirements
– High woody weed cover

– No flows

– Narrow riverbed width (<25m)

v Ongoing threats to river bird conservation.
– Extensive weed encroachment
– Low flows during the nesting season

– Vehicle use of riverbeds

v Other ecological values to consider

Conclusions
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He Pātai - Time for questions? 



Sometimes the habitat network includes novel sites


